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Teaching communication and stress

management skills to junior physicians dealing

with cancer patients: a Belgian Interuniversity

Curriculum

Abstract Background: Ineffective
physicians’ communication skills
have detrimental consequences for
patients and their relatives, such as
insufficient detection of psychological
disturbances, dissatisfaction with
care, poor compliance, and increased
risks of litigation for malpractice.
These ineffective communication
skills also contribute to everyday
stress, lack of job satisfaction, and
burnout among physicians. Literature
shows that communication skills
training programs may significantly
improve physicians’ key communica-
tion skills, contributing to improve-
ments in patients’ satisfaction with
care and physicians’ professional
satisfaction. This paper describes a
Belgian Interuniversity Curriculum
(BIC) theoretical roots, principles,
and techniques developed for junior
physicians specializing in various
disciplines dealing with cancer pa-

tients. Curriculum description: The
40-h training focuses on two domains:
stress management skills and com-
munication skills with cancer patients
and their relatives. The teaching
method is learner-centered and in-
cludes a cognitive, behavioral, and
affective approach. The cognitive ap-
proach aims to improve physicians’
knowledge and skills on the two
domains cited. The behavioral ap-
proach offers learners the opportunity
to practice these appropriate skills
through practical exercises and role
plays. The affective approach allows
participants to express attitudes and
feelings that communicating about
difficult issues evoke. Such an inten-
sive course seems to be necessary to
facilitate the transfer of learned skills
in clinical practice. Conclusions:
The BIC is the first attempt to bring
together a stress management training
course and a communication training
course that could lead not only to
communication skills improvements
but also to burnout prevention.
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Introduction

Communication is a core clinical skill in medicine. In the
course of a career spanning 40 years, a hospital physician is
likely to do between 150,000 and 200,000 interviews with
patients and their relatives [1]. Communication in cancer
care is particularly challenging. Physicians in their every-
day practice deal with breaking bad news, informing
patients about highly complex treatment procedures, asking
for informed consent and terminal care. To promote patient
recall of information, decision making, and satisfaction
with care, health care professionals need to tailor informa-
tion to every patient’s needs. To do so, they have to take into
account contextual, cognitive, and emotional barriers that
jeopardize patient information recall, effective decision
making, and satisfaction with care [2].

However, majority of physicians have received little
adequate formal training in communication skills during
their curriculum [1, 3]. Traditionally, complex clinical skills
have been acquired either by observing seniors or through
clinical practice. Unfortunately, the way seniors commu-
nicate and especially deliver bad news may vary greatly,
leading to even more confusion concerning the best
approach [4]. Several studies have shown that few phy-
sicians are able to develop these complex skills after their
medical training or after many years of clinical practice [5–
8]. Moreover, junior physicians identify some barriers, such
as lack of time which prevents them from being effective in
communicating with patients and their relatives [4].
Consequently, physicians often pursue a ‘physician-cen-
tered’ approach in information gathering that discourages
patients from talking about their concerns [3]. This
ineffective communication leads to insufficient detection
of patient’s psychological disturbances [9, 10], dissatisfac-
tion with care [11, 12], poor compliance [12, 13], and
increased risks of litigation for malpractice [12, 14–17].

Insufficient training in communication skills also con-
tributes to physicians’ everyday stress in interviews, lack of
job satisfaction, and burnout [1, 18]. The stress experienced
in dealing with cancer patients’ and their relatives’ re-
actions to bad news [4, 19] coupled with lack of training
may increase the risk of burnout. Stress outcomes may be
somatic, behavioral, or emotional/cognitive. For example,
acute stressors in the laboratory have been found to produce
psychological and physiological changes such as increases
in sympathetic nervous system activity (blood pressure and
heart rate) and in cortisol secretions [20]. Therefore, it has
been suggested that communication and stress management
skills training programs could help improve communica-
tion skills, reduce stress outcomes, and prevent burnout
among physicians. Moreover, physicians are beginning to
recognize the value of engaging in a patient-centered
approach to treatment and care [21] and of improving their
communication and management skills [4, 21, 22].

During the last decades, research efforts have focused on
training techniques to be used and communication skills to
be taught [23]. The usefulness of learner-centered, skills-
focused, and practice-oriented communication skills train-
ing programs organized in small groups and lasting at least
20 h has been confirmed [2]. These programs have shown
to be useful in terms of physicians’ acquisition of new
skills in interviews (such as using open directive questions,
clarification of psychological aspects, and empathy),
leading to more disclosure of psychosocial concerns by
patients, improvement in the recognition of these patients’
psychosocial problems, and change in physicians’ attitudes
and beliefs [1, 11, 24–28]. An empathetic attitude toward
the patient has also been shown to increase personal and
professional satisfaction in physicians [11, 15].

Studies have indicated that patients with cancer are often
accompanied by a relative in difficult medical situations
[29–31], particularly at specific time points during the
course of the disease: for initial visits immediately after
disease recurrence and in the terminal phase of the disease
[32]. Moreover, physicians from various specialties are
dealing with cancer patients and their relatives. Little is
known regarding physicians’ communication skills in these
contexts [33]. Nevertheless, physicians should be aware
that communicating in three-person interviews (with a
patient and a relative) requires skills that are difficult to use,
contributing to a probably more stressful interaction than in
two-person interviews. This is particularly stressful and
difficult for physicians. Given that, a training focusing
more systematically on the practice of skills in three-person
interviews is needed [34]. Substantial improvements in the
management of these difficulties should potentially be
transferred to other medical situations.

Concerning the impact of communication skills training
programs on physicians’ level of stress and burnout, results
are inconsistent [2]. If stress and burnout among physicians
have to be prevented, increased resources will have to be
required to develop training not only in communication
skills but also in stress management skills. To our knowl-
edge, no training program integrating both communication
and stress management skills has been designed yet.

Therefore, a specific training bringing together a stress
management skills and a communication skills training
course has been designed for junior physicians specializing
in various disciplines: a Belgian Interuniversity Curriculum
(BIC). This paper describes BIC theoretical roots, prin-
ciples, and techniques. The 40-h training focuses on two
domains: stress management skills and communication
skills, with a specific part focusing on skills needed to
handle three-person interviews (with a patient and a
relative). The content of this program is included in a
detailed unpublished manual available on request from the
authors.



Objectives and teaching method

The BIC is a training program developed for junior
physicians that is intended to improve their stress manage-
ment and communication skills in interviews with cancer
patients and their relatives. The 40-h training course is
divided into two parts: a 10-h stress management skills
training course and a 30-h communication skills training
course. The content of the program is summarized in
Table 1: four sessions on stress management skills (four
2.5- h sessions), ten sessions on communication skills (two
1-h, seven 3-h, and one 4-h sessions), and the last 3-h
session promoting the integration and use of learned skills.

The aim of the stress management skills training course
is to promote better management of stressful situations and
difficult interviews with cancer patients and their relatives
by choosing the more adapted coping strategy1. The
communication skills training course aims at improving
knowledge related to psychosocial consequences of cancer
and effective communication skills and at developing
facilitative communication behaviors with patients and
their relatives. The whole program is designed to maintain
the newly acquired skills and to promote the transfer of
these skills to clinical practice. Finally, the BIC aims to
increase physicians’ work-related quality of life and to
enhance patients’ satisfaction with care.

To be effective, communication and stress management
skills training programs have to be composed of learner-
centered methods [35, 36] including a cognitive, a
behavioral, and an affective approach [10, 37–41]. The
cognitive approach aims to improve physicians’ knowl-
edge about effective communication skills (e.g., using open
directive questions, clarification of psychological aspects,
and empathy) [28] and stress management skills (e.g., self-
monitoring of stress intensity, relaxation techniques, cog-
nitive coping skills, and self-management skills such as
time management) [40–46]. However, understanding what
the appropriate skills are is not sufficient. The behavioral
approach aims to practice these appropriate skills through
exercises and role plays [3, 47]. This allows to improve
their mastery and to test their consequences. These
methods are more likely to result in changes in attitudes
and behaviors [1, 3, 25, 27, 47, 48]. Finally, the affective
approach allows participants to express attitudes, feelings,
and perceived stress related with communication with
cancer patients and their relatives [36].

The number of participants has to be small enough to
allow each learner the frequent opportunity for practice,
participation, and individualized coaching [3]. Learners
have to take on an active role, that is, to learn by doing
rather than by listening. Limiting the size of the group also
creates the sense of personal safety required for participants

to disclose relevant attitudes and feelings [47]. Such a
learner-centered approach requires one facilitator for every
four to eight learners [3]. To simplify the transmission of
difficult material, teaching aids such as slides and handouts
are important as they help the facilitator follow the
structure of the course more easily.

Stress management training course: techniques
and content

Curriculum

The stress management skills training course consists of
four 2.5-h sessions. The first one is part of the first-day
session, and the three others take place in evening sessions.
The sessions focus on four topics: detection of job stressors
and stress outcomes, relaxation techniques, cognitive re-
structuring, and time management. The stress management
training course has been designed to provide learners with a
series of techniques that may help them prevent or
minimize levels of work-related stress.

Specific techniques

A series of techniques are provided to physicians: use of
daily diaries, theoretical information, relaxation, cognitive
restructuring, time management techniques, and diverse
written material. Describing stress by gathering informa-
tion and making it more ‘concrete’ is the first step of the
program. Junior physicians can do this by filling out daily
diaries. It allows physicians to carry out behavioral
analyses that can conduct to a personally relevant inter-
vention. These techniques also help physicians distance
themselves from the perceived stress and may even help
them make more sense out of it. Then, theoretical
information focusing on detection of work stressors and
stress outcomes is given. Relaxation, cognitive restructur-
ing, and time management techniques are also taught to
provide physicians with skills to cope more effectively with
the work stressors. Diverse relevant written materials are
used: Comprehension and information retrieval are likely
to be boosted if physicians hear information from the
facilitator that they themselves have already read and
understood, and if they are given the opportunity to read
the same information over again following the session [49].

Content

The first session aims to detect the participants’ own job
stressors and stress outcomes, and ways of coping with
stress. Stress outcomes may be somatic (e.g., muscular
tension), cognitive (e.g., irrational thoughts), or behavioral
outcomes (e.g., spending too much time on low-priority

1 Coping is the changing thoughts and behaviors that people use to
manage distress and the problem underlying the distress in the
context of a specific stressful encounter or situation.



activities). In the following sessions, these stress outcomes
are tackled by learning or reinforcing different coping
resources [42].

In the second session, physicians learn relaxation
techniques that help stop the somatic response. The re-
laxation response against stress brings on bodily changes,
such as a decrease in heart rate, lower metabolism, decrease
in the rate of breathing, which will all hopefully bring the
body back to a healthier balance [49–51]. The trainer
proposes a progressive muscular relaxation technique first
described by Jacobson [52], which is widely practiced and
studied with consistently positive results [50].

In the third session, physicians learn to develop other
thinking mechanisms in reaction to a stressful situation.
Stressors lead to distress only when they are interpreted as
threatening [49, 51]. The effect of anticipatory negative
thoughts on behavior is critical. Cognitive restructuring
involves detecting negative or irrational thoughts and

replacing them with more positive and constructive ones
[42].

Finally, in the fourth session, physicians learn time
management. Stress may disrupt behaviors and provoke
waste of time. Managing time effectively is vital to quality
of life, health and effective stress management [49]. Time
management principles and techniques are divided into
three categories: prioritizing, scheduling, and implement-
ing a life plan [53].

Communication skills training course: techniques
and content

Curriculum

The 27-h training course includes 17 h of training in two-
person interviewing skills (with a cancer patient alone) and

Table 1 Summary of training program’s content

Sessions Courses Techniques Content Duration (h)

Day session 1 Communication with a cancer patient Theory Physician–patient communication
in cancer care

1

Stress management Theory and
exercises

Job stressors and stress outcomes
detection

2.5

Communication with a cancer patient Role plays Breaking bad news (a breast
cancer diagnosis)

4

Evening session 1 Stress management Theory and
exercises

Relaxation techniques 2.5

Evening session 2 Communication with a cancer patient Role plays Breaking bad news
(melanoma metastasis)

3

Evening session 3 Stress management Theory and
exercises

Cognitive restructuring 2.5

Evening session 4 Communication with a cancer patient Role plays Discussing transition from
cure to palliation

3

Evening session 5 Stress management Theory and
exercises

Time management 2.5

Evening session 6 Communication with a cancer patient Role plays Clinical problems brought up
by the participants

3

Day session 2 Communication with a cancer patient Role plays Clinical problems brought up
by the participants

3

Communication with a cancer patient and a relative Theory Communication with a cancer
patient and a relative

1

Communication with a cancer patient and a relative Role plays Including the relative in
the interview

3

Evening session 7 Communication with a patient and a relative Role plays Clinical problems brought up
by the participants

3

Evening session 8 Communication with a cancer patient and a relative Role plays Clinical problems brought up
by the participants

3

Evening session 9 Integration and use of learned skills Role plays Clinical problems brought up
by the participants

3



10 h of training in three-person interviewing skills (with a
cancer patient and a relative). The course includes a 1-h
session focusing on theoretical information and five 3-h
small-group (five to eight participants) role-playing
sessions on communication skills in two-person interviews.
Following this, a 1-h session focusing on theoretical
information and a three 3-h role-playing sessions on
communication skills in three-person interviews are
performed.

Specific techniques

The efficacy of role plays in changing communication
behaviors has been established in a number of studies [3,
54–58]. The learner is given a particular role to play or
alternatively ‘creates’ the role himself based on a medical
problem he has experienced as a junior physician. He may
adopt the patient role, a significant learning experience in
itself. It gives the physician insights into how patients are
affected by different communication strategies. A second
learner plays the physician. It enables easy, a repetitive
practice of specific interviewing skills with ready access to
feedback and rehearsal [3]. In this context, errors can be
made safely. Physicians are prevented from causing harm
and can replay the situation time and time again [3].
Through modeling, physicians can learn skills and
behaviors while looking at others when they are practicing
the targeted skills. Modeling can have a profound effect on
attitude [59, 60]. However, by itself it is not sufficient.
Trainers should demonstrate key skills in action [47].
Hence, the opportunity to practice key skills and receive
constructive feedback concerning performance is essential
[47]. Feedback should be specific and descriptive rather
than general and evaluative. It should focus on behavior
rather than personality [3].

Content

In the part of the course focusing on two-person
interviewing skills, the theoretical session covers the
aims, functions, and specificity of physician–patient
communication in cancer care and focuses on how to
handle cancer patients’ distress. Two handbooks regarding
these topics are recommended to participants [61, 62].
Physicians are then required to practice the principles
discussed in the theoretical session through predefined role
plays with immediate feedback offered by experienced
facilitators. Themes are, for example, breaking bad news,
giving information, and pain control. The following ses-
sions focus on role plays based on the clinical problems
brought up by the participants themselves. During the
course, the facilitator introduces gradually the several steps
of a clinical interview: setting up the interview, assessing

the patient’s perception as regards his or her illness,
informing the patient, addressing the patient’s emotions
with empathic responses, and finally, closing the interview.
It is primordial that these steps should be linked together
and adapted to the clinical situation.

Based on recent results [34], a specific training focusing
on three-person interviewing skills (with a cancer patient
and a relative) has been proposed. Approximately 20% of
medical interviews in cancer care imply the presence of a
relative [29]. The presence of a third person changes the
interactional dynamics of interviews [34]. In this course, the
theoretical session presents adequate communication skills
that can be used in three-person interviews. Physicians then
have to practice these communication skills in role plays
based on clinical problems brought up by the participants.
Specific topics are covered such as the complex relation-
ship between physician and family, rules of communication
circularity, and the risk of collusion with the patient’s
family that an exclusive relationship between physician and
patient or between physician and relative represents. The
risk of collusion is common in the case of serious illness
and has a negative impact on medical treatment and on the
relationship between patient and relative [31]. The training
aims to increase assessment and informative and supportive
skills in circularity. It means to produce an interactional
dynamics implying circularity between three persons to
offer an actual role to each protagonist.

Conclusions

To summarize, few physicians have received formal
training in communication during their curriculum [1, 3].
This might in part explain the substantial communication
problems between physicians and patients contributing to
an insufficient detection of psychological disturbances [9,
10], patient dissatisfaction with care [11, 12], poor
compliance [12, 13], and increased risks of litigation for
malpractice [12, 14–17]. This insufficient training in
communication skills [1, 3] also contributes to everyday
stress, lack of job satisfaction, and burnout among
physicians, particularly when they have to manage break-
ing bad news [4, 18, 19]. Physicians are beginning to
recognize the value of improving their communication
skills [4], because developing effective communication
skills is necessary to deal with difficult interviews with
patients and their relatives. Communication skills training
programs have shown to be useful in terms of changing
physicians’ attitudes and beliefs, improving recognition of
cancer patients’ psychosocial problems, and physicians’
acquisition of new skills in interviews with cancer patients
[1, 11, 24–27].

However, few papers in the literature have detailed the
content of communication skills training programs. More-
over, no training program has previously proposed an



integration of a stress management skills training course
and a communication skills training course. The objective
of this paper is to describe the BIC, which brings together a
stress management training course and a communication
training course, with a specific part focusing on skills
needed to handle three-person interviews. The stress
management training course has been added to prevent
burnout in physicians. Training is learned-centered and
includes different approaches (cognitive, behavioral, and
affective).

There is a remaining concern: Will learned skills be
transferred in clinical practice? Although the usefulness of
communication skills training programs for physicians has
been widely assessed in the last decades, the transfer of the
acquired skills in clinical practice is still impaired by some
barriers such as the inadequate amount of interviewing time
[4]. The use of specific skills promoting patients’
disclosure and relatives’ inclusion may be facilitated by
devoting a longer interviewing time for this purpose [34].
This need to devote more time for complex interviews
should be recognized by institutions. Moreover, there is
clear evidence that communication skills once learned are
easily forgotten [23, 24, 56, 63–65]. The 40-h training of
the BIC is probably necessary to ensure this transfer in the
clinical practice. Training efficacy could be improved
through implementing training programs during medical
school at all three levels of medical education (under-

graduate, residency, and continuing medical education) or
through organizing training sessions at the workplace.

Given the numerous remaining concerns, there is the need
to further assess the training programs’ efficacy. Assess-
ments should include three different approaches that are
complementary, as they allow evaluating the effect of
training programs at different levels [2]. The first approach
involves measuring participant-based outcomes which can
be proximal measures directly related to physicians’ behav-
ior in the observed interview (i.e., increased confidence,
comfort in interaction) or distal measures concerning the
more general functioning of physicians (such as burnout and
stress). The second approach concerns behavioral assess-
ments of communication skills. These measures rely on
audio or video recordings of medical interviews and on the
objective coding of behaviors using one of several interac-
tion analysis systems such as the Cancer Research
Campaign Workshop Manual [66] or the Roter Interaction
Analysis System [67]. The third approach involves measur-
ing patient-based outcomes which can also be proximal
measures (such as patient satisfaction with the interview) or
distal measures (such as anxiety and quality of life) [2].
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